Enabling Low-Cost Server Level Power Monitoring in Data Centers Using Conducted EMI
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ABSTRACT
Server-level power monitoring in data centers can significantly contribute to its efficient management. Nevertheless, due to the cost of a dedicated power meter for each server, most data center power management only focuses on UPS or cluster-level power monitoring. In this paper, we propose a low-cost novel power monitoring approach that uses only one sensor to extract power consumption information of all servers. We utilize the conducted electromagnetic interference (EMI) of server power supplies to measure their power consumption from non-intrusive single-point voltage measurements. We present a theoretical characterization of conducted EMI generation in server power supply and its propagation through the data center power network. Using a set of ten commercial-grade servers (six Dell PowerEdge and four Lenovo ThinkSystem), we demonstrate that our approach can estimate each server’s power consumption with less than ~7% mean absolute error.
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• Computer systems organization → Sensors and actuators; • General and reference → Measurement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Importance of data center power monitoring. The increasing dependence on the Internet and cloud computing has made data centers an indispensable part of our lives. Data centers, however, are huge energy hogs with massive electricity consumption [2–4]. Unsurprisingly, the efficient power management has been a focal point in data center research [5–9].

A core component of data center power management is the power monitoring system, which can provide valuable insights for exploring the optimization potential of data center operation. Toward this end, a fine-grained server-level power monitoring system can play a crucial role. By providing real-time power consumption information of servers, it can facilitate advanced server power management techniques, such as power capping and idle power saving [10–13]. Server-level power monitoring can even assist in efficient cooling control by load balancing/distribution and helping to identify possible server hot-spots [14, 15]. Moreover, fine-grained power monitoring can play a vital role in safeguarding data centers from outages/downtime due to overloading as well as identifying adversarial server behavior caused by an attacker [16–18].

Limitations of existing systems. Despite its potential, server-level power monitoring is not widely adopted in practice except for flagship IT companies such as Meta [19]. Typical data center monitoring platforms mainly focus on aggregate power monitoring at the UPS and cluster-level [20–22]. A major obstacle here is the cost barrier for fine-granular power monitoring. A server equipped with onboard power monitoring systems can increase its cost by several hundred dollars. For instance, Dell PowerEdge servers can be equipped with a proprietary monitoring system iDrac at additional equipment and licensing cost of ~$400 [23], while IBM PowerExecutive solution comes with dedicated power sensors for each server at the cost of $2000–$2800 [24, 25]. Intelligent rack PDUs with metered outlets can offer cheaper (e.g., ~$80 per server) server-level power monitoring but still cost thousands of dollars each [24, 26–28]. Moreover, adopting server-level power monitoring in existing data centers requires upgrading the rack PDUs, resulting in service disruption during server restart to switch over to the new PDU. Not to mention, such server-level power monitoring equipment requires a complex and costly network of protocol conversion and middleware to integrate with any centralized monitoring system. Alternative to hardware-based metering, software techniques have also been proposed that use system counters to...
estimate each server’s power consumption [29–31]. However, these require intrusive access and consume computing resources to run monitoring tools on the server.

But, the most significant limitation of existing power monitoring systems, both hardware and software-based, is their inability to monitor the server-level power consumption of a tenant’s server rack in colocation data centers. Colocations are an important class of data centers that take up nearly 40% of the data center market, with a compound annual growth rate of 14.2% from 2023 to 2030 [2, 32]. Colocation data centers provide a shared data center infrastructure solution where the tenants retain full control and complete visibility of their IT resources by bringing their physical servers inside the data center while the data center operator provides power, cooling, and space. In colocations, the operator does not have any access to tenants’ server racks [33–35], and therefore, is unable to deploy any existing server-level power monitoring.

Our contribution. In this paper, we propose the first-of-its-kind conducted electromagnetic interference (EMI) based server-level power monitoring in data centers. More specifically, we measure the voltage at a higher level (e.g., cluster power distribution unit (PDU)) of the data center power distribution hierarchy, and from this “single-point measurement” disaggregate the power consumption of all the servers connected to that PDU.

Fundamental working principle. Our power metering approach is built upon the following observations. We identify that the power factor correction (PFC) circuit is ubiquitously present in all server power supplies due to government-mandated EMI regulations [36–38], and these PFC circuits cause conducted EMIs at high-frequency range (e.g., 10kHz ∼ 150kHz) [39–41]. More specifically, to mitigate harmonics due to non-sinusoidal current, the PFC circuit in the power supply uses high-frequency switching to shape the current into a sinusoidal form (discussed in Section 2.2 and illustrated in Fig. 3). The high-frequency switching creates high-frequency current ripples that travel through the data center power distribution network as conducted EMIs and can be extracted from the voltage measurement at the equipment that the current flows through. More importantly, these conducted EMIs change with the server power consumption and, hence, can be used to estimate the server power.

The high-frequency conducted EMIs from different servers are independent of each other in the frequency domain and “unlikely” to overlap completely, which is observed in our experiments (Table 2) as well as in prior works [40, 42]. This is because the PFC switching frequency, and hence the frequency of the conducted EMI, is determined by the PFC circuit’s inductance and capacitance. The minute differences due to process variation during the production of indicators and capacitors result in variation (in the range of a few tens of Hz) in the switching frequency, even among the power supplies from the same batch. On the other hand, the conducted EMIs from power supplies occupy a narrow band due to the prevalent choice of using continuous conduction mode (CCM) PFC circuits, which operate at a constant switching frequency [39, 43]. Two advantages of CCM dictate this choice for computer power supplies. First, for the same power level, CCM-type PFC has a lower peak current and, hence, can be designed with components with lower current ratings. Second, the constant frequency operation simplifies the choice of frequency-sensitive inductor and capacitor components [43]. The combination of non-identical and narrow-band server EMI manifests, in the frequency domain, as approximate orthogonality where each server’s EMI remains distinguishable amidst many other servers’ EMIs. This is a key enabler for our successful extraction of server-wise power from a single voltage sensor.

Merits of our approach. We overcome the aforementioned limitations in existing systems. (1) We significantly reduce the cost of server-level power monitoring by eliminating the need for dedicated power sensors for every server. (2) Our voltage measurement by nature is non-intrusive, making our system easily retrofittable on existing data centers without any service interruption (i.e., without any hardware/physical modification of existing power infrastructure). (3) We enable visibility into tenants’ servers in colocation data centers by enabling extraction of server-level power consumption from cluster PDUs. (4) Moreover, due to low cost and retrofittable design, our approach can even be used alongside existing server-level power monitoring systems (e.g., in Facebook data centers) as a “second pair of eyes” to detect sensor malfunction and false data injection attacks [44, 45].

Advantage of a conducted EMI-based approach. Our proposed idea can be seen as an exploitation of a voltage side-channel and therefore begs the question, “Why not use other data center side-channels such as thermal or acoustic?”. Thermal side channels are less stable as they are severely affected by any change in air flow, while acoustic side channels are susceptible to complex mixing due to reverberation and multi-path propagation [17, 46–50]. Moreover, the power signatures from different servers, for both thermal and acoustic side channels, completely overlap, making it extremely difficult to separate using a single sensor. In contrast, our proposed voltage side channel has a more predictable change with the data center environment (e.g., change in line resistance due to temperature change), and the conducted EMIs exhibit orthogonality that allows server-level signal extraction. Radiated EMI-based side-channels, on the other hand, suffer from a short range and have been utilized in tracking CPU instruction execution and memory access in an isolated machine [51, 52].

Experiments and evaluation. We use a set of commercial servers (six Dell PowerEdge and four Lenovo ThinkSystems) to test and evaluate our EMI-based monitoring approach. Our evaluation shows that we can estimate the server-level power consumption of our cluster of ten servers with less than 7% mean absolute error in our five-day-long experiment with real-world workload traces. To encourage further development, we also plan to publicly share our experimental data after the publication of our work. Experimental data and source code of our evaluation are available at Open Science Framework (OSF) [53].

Limitations. We would like to offer our insight into the limitations of our proposed EMI-based power monitoring on two different fronts - the fundamental limitations associated with the conducted EMI-based approach and the limitations in our current implementation of the EMI-based power monitoring.

Fundamental limitations. The conducted EMI from server power supplies is generated due to the AC-to-DC conversion using a PFC. Hence, our approach will work only in data centers with AC distribution systems and is not suitable for DC-powered data
centers. In addition, as we extract the power consumption of server power supplies, our approach cannot distinguish blade servers that are powered by the backplane of the chassis with a single unified power supply [54]. Nonetheless, neither DC distribution nor blade servers are the norms in today’s data centers [55, 56], and hence our approach is still widely applicable. In our approach, the voltage measurements need to be taken within the same power network without any isolation due to transformers. Similar isolation is also present among phases of three-phase power distribution in larger data centers. Hence, we need a dedicated voltage sensor for each power network, while the data processing and extraction of server power from the voltage data can be done centrally.

Limitations of our implementation. We defer the discussion on the limitations of our implementation and our plans to overcome them towards the end of the paper in Section 6 to make it more meaningful to the reader.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Data Center

Power infrastructure. Data centers typically follow a hierarchical tree-type power infrastructure [40, 57]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, grid/utility power enters the data center through an automatic transfer switch (ATS), which switches over the main power supply to the backup generator in case of grid power failures. The automatic transfer switch feeds power to an uninterrupted power supply (UPS), which supplies “protected” power to multiple cluster-level power distribution units (PDUs) at 480/277 V. The PDUs reduce the voltage to 208/120 V and supply power to racks that house the computer servers. The server racks also have power-strip-like distribution units (also called rack-PDU) where the servers’ power cords are directly connected. Transformers in the cluster PDUs act as low-pass filters, and therefore, in our context, they create isolated power networks downstream. Large data centers use three-phase power delivery, and the phases are also electrically isolated from each other. Since our power meter works within the same power network, every phase (if applicable) of every cluster PDU will require a separate voltage sensor. The architecture also varies based on the type of redundancy it provides. For example, a 2N redundant data center have two identical power infrastructure running in parallel. While the power infrastructure we have discussed here is applicable to typical commercial data centers, and the voltages at different levels are for U.S.-based equipment, specialized data centers with diverse power infrastructures exist that serve specific application needs. Nonetheless, our proposed server-level monitoring approach applies to most (if not all) data center AC power distribution architectures.

Power metering. The UPS and cluster PDUs have circuit branches protected by circuit breakers (CB) from catastrophic impacts (e.g., fire) due to power faults such as short circuits. The CBs also protect from power overloads (e.g., due to short circuits) in one branch propagating to others. As shown in Fig. 1, to monitor the data center power infrastructure, the branch circuits of the UPS and cluster PDUs have power meters and typically can offer server rack-level power monitoring. These power meters are also used in colocation facilities to ensure tenants’ peak power compliance and energy usage billing.

2.2 Computer Power Supply

The power supply provides a regulated DC voltage to the server motherboard and other internal components (e.g., hard disks). Fig. 2 shows the basic building blocks of a server power supply [39]. In compliance with international regulation, the 100–240V input AC power first passes through an EMI filter that eliminates frequency components larger than 150kHz from coming in as well as conducted back to the data center power network [41, 58–60]. The sinusoidal AC power is then passed through an AC-to-DC bridge rectifier that converts it to a pulsating DC voltage (unipolar half-sine waves) followed by a power factor correction (PFC) stage. The PFC outputs an elevated DC voltage of 380V, which is then brought down by a DC-to-DC buck converter to 12V for the internal components.

Power Factor Correction. The PFC circuit improves the power factor by avoiding the generation of harmonics due to distorted (non-sinusoidal) current wave shape. The ideal power factor for a power distribution system is “1”, where the voltage and current are perfect sine waves. The PFC circuit samples the input voltage and uses it as a sinusoidal reference to shape the current consumption. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the most commonly used boost-type PFC consists of an inductor, a diode, a switch (MOSFET), and a control circuit for the pulse width modulation (PWM) [39]. The control circuit rapidly toggles the MOSFET “ON” and “OFF” at a high frequency (i.e., the PFC switching frequency). The input current goes up when the MOSFET is “ON” and goes down when the MOSFET is “OFF”, resulting in ripples in the current. The control circuit shapes the input current to follow the sinusoidal reference wave shape by controlling the MOSFET’s “ON” and “OFF” time durations. The right figure in Fig. 3 illustrates the sinusoidal reference and the resulting current waveform with the high-frequency ripples. Note here that, for clarity, the illustration is shown at a much lower PFC
switching frequency of around 3kHz, whereas in commercial server PFC circuits, the switching frequency ranges between 50kHz and 150kHz.

2.3 Related Work

Server-level power monitoring. Server power monitoring using dedicated power meters has been long existing and with numerous commercially available products. There are smart rack PDUs that offer outlet-level power monitoring [24, 26–28]. Server vendors also offer add-on modules to monitor their server power consumption [23–25]. Meanwhile, [61] develops a low-profile plug-through prototype that can monitor AC outlet energy consumption. Dedicated hardware provides the most accurate power metering but requires significant investment to reach server-level metering in data centers.

Alternatively, software-based solutions also exist that build power models for server power estimation using information collected from other sources. For instance, hardware performance monitoring counters have been exploited in [29, 62, 63], while [30, 31, 64] profile the power consumption of server components using various utilization matrices. While cost-effective, software-based approaches require access to the servers’ performance counters, which does not apply to multi-tenant colocation data centers. Further, software-based power monitoring requires intrusive offline training, which makes it difficult to implement in an online fashion without interrupting the service.

Utilizing voltage measurement. The most closely related to this work is [40], where a voltage side channel has been exploited to estimate the data center’s total power. In sharp contrast, in this project, we go the other way and try to estimate server-level power metering. While [65, 66–67] also similarly take the voltage measurement as this project, they focus on the residential environment with fewer signal sources and tries to extract household appliance and equipment activity. We, on the other hand, focus on a commercial data center environment with many servers. More importantly, we go much further beyond identifying a server’s ON/OFF status and measuring its power consumption.

3 CHARACTERIZATION OF SERVER EMI

In this section, we first offer a theoretical characterization of conducted EMI generation and propagation. We then discuss the relationship between conducted EMI and server power consumption, followed by experimental validation and design considerations for EMI sensing for power monitoring.

3.1 Generation of Conducted EMI

Conducted EMI results from server current. Since power is supplied at a constant voltage \(^1\), the current changes with server power consumption. The PFC in the power supply shapes the server current to match the sinusoidal supply voltage at the grid’s frequency (e.g., 60Hz in the US). However, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the PFC also adds high-frequency saw-tooth ripples to the current due to its rapid switching. Moreover, these high-frequency ripples are modulated by the sinusoidal reference signal. This is because the shapes of the PFC ripples change based on the reference signal’s relative location within its sinusoidal shape. The saw-tooth waves have a longer rise time (MOSFET is ON) when tracking the rising half of the sinusoidal reference and vice-versa. Hence, we characterize the server current as follows

\[
i(t) = a_1(t) \cos(2\pi f_0 t) + a_2(t) \cos(2\pi f_0 t) \cos(2\pi f_p t)\tag{1}
\]

where \(f_0\) and \(f_p\) are the frequencies of the power grid and PFC switching, respectively, and \(a_1\) and \(a_2\) are the amplitude of the sinusoidal signals. Here, we approximate the high-frequency saw-tooth current ripples created by PFC using a sinusoidal signal oscillating at the PFC switching frequency. This is a reasonable approximation since the fundamental frequency (i.e., frequency of the saw-tooth signal) is the dominant frequency component of a saw-tooth signal [68]. Note that the first sinusoidal term is responsible for the power delivery, and the second sinusoidal wave is “unwanted” noise/EMI. Consequently, server power supplies are designed to have \(a_2 \ll a_1\). Unless otherwise specified, by server power consumption, we refer to its root mean square (RMS) power, not the instantaneous power, which is a sine-squared function. Now, using simple trigonometry, we can rewrite Eq.(1) as

\[
i(t) = a_1(t) \cos(2\pi f_0 t) + \frac{1}{2} a_2(t) [\cos(2\pi(f_p + f_0)t) + \cos(2\pi(f_p - f_0)t)]\tag{2}
\]

Eq. 2 indicates that in frequency analysis, in addition to the fundamental component at the grid frequency (e.g., 60Hz), we should also see two other high-frequency components at frequencies \(f_p + f_0\) and \(f_p - f_0\). Moreover, the high-frequency components are precisely

\[\text{In normal operation, the data center gets power directly from the power grid, and therefore, the data center voltage perturbs in the range of a few volts [40]. However, this voltage perturbation is negligible compared to the change in current due to power change.}\]
2

2

\( i(t) = \hat{i}(t) + \hat{i}_{f/p} + \hat{i}_{fo} \) (3)

where \( \hat{i}(t) = A_1(t) \cos(2\pi f_0 t) \) is fundamental power component and \( \hat{i}_{f/p} + \hat{i}_{fo} \) is the conducted EMI component.

3.2 Propagation of Conducted EMI

As shown in Fig. 4, the server current, and hence the conducted EMI, flows through the data center’s power distribution hierarchy. The current index \( n \) for clarity, the voltage measurement at the cluster level can be expressed as \( V_{\text{cluster}} = V_{\text{UPS}} - R \sum_n n = V_{\text{UPS}} - R i_0 - R i_1 - \cdots \), where \( R \) is the line resistance between the cluster PDU and the UPS, and \( i_n \) is the current of the \( n \)-th server. Next, by introducing the frequency components from Eq. 3, we can express the cluster voltage as

\[
V_{\text{cluster}} = V_{\text{UPS}} - R \sum_n i_n = \underbrace{V_{\text{UPS}} - R \sum_n (\hat{i}(t) + \hat{i}_{f/p} + \hat{i}_{fo})}_{\text{Grid/frequency}} - \underbrace{R \sum_n \hat{i}_{f/p} + \hat{i}_{fo}}_{\text{PFC/frequencies}}
\]

(4)

Eq. 4 offers the foundational understanding of our server power monitoring approach by showing that \( \text{each server's current/power is embedded in the cluster voltage} \). We see that since the PFC frequencies of different servers are not identical, we can approximately separate each server’s high-frequency components, \( R \cdot i_{f/p} + \hat{i}_{fo} \), from the voltage reading in the frequency domain. On the other hand, Eq. 4 also reveals that extracting an individual server’s current from the grid/low-frequency component \( \hat{i}_{fo} \) is very difficult (if possible at all) because all servers’ impacts overlap at \( \hat{i}_{fo} \).

3.3 PFC EMI vs. Server Power

For the PFC, the input voltage provides the sinusoidal reference to shape the current into a sinusoid (Fig. 3). However, while the voltage remains constant (e.g., around 120V in the U.S.), the current must change (while maintaining the sinusoidal shape) in proportion to the server power. For instance, a server running at 100W will result in twice as tall PFC current sinusoid compared to the server running at 50W. Consequently, the PFC switching needs to be changed to accommodate the change required in the PFC current due to a change in the server power consumption. This change in PFC switching depends on the proprietary designs of the PFC control of the server power supply manufacturer, and hence, we do not offer any mathematical characterization here. Nevertheless, based on our experiments with commercial servers from Dell and Lenovo, we identify two fundamental ways the PFC control reacts to server power (and current) change - by changing the switching frequency (observed in our Dell servers) and by changing the amplitude of the high-frequency ripples (observed in our Lenovo servers). We denote the frequency change with power as “Frequency-Modulated PFC Control” or FM-PFC and amplitude change with power as “Amplitude-Modulated PFC Control” or AM-PFC. We offer further insight into the FM-PFC and AM-PFC in the next section, where we discuss the relationship between the EMI and server power.

3.4 Experimental Validation

EMI generation and propagation. To validate our characterization of server power supply EMI, we take one of our Dell PowerEdge servers and power it through our rack PDU. The rack PDU is connected through a 1kW Tripp-Lite isolator [69] to offer a clean EMI environment. We then run the server at high power using a CPU stressing program. We then use our Tektronix MSO54-5 series oscilloscope to monitor the PDU voltage from one of the PDU power outlets. Fig. 5 shows voltage reading and its FFT on the left and their corresponding zoomed-in versions on the right. In the FFT of the voltage, we can clearly see the frequency spikes created by the PFC. The zoomed-in version also shows the spikes’ location at \( \sim 69.5\text{kHz} \) and a separation of \( 120\text{Hz} \), confirming our characterization in Eqn.(3). Meanwhile, the zoomed-in figure of voltage shows the ripples from the PFC. The presence of PFC ripples in the voltage reading confirms our analysis of conducted EMI propagation in Eqn. (4) through the power network. We observe similar signals for the Lenovo server as well. In our evaluation in Section 5.2, we further study the EMI propagation and impact from voltage sensing location and different phases of the power network.

Conducted EMI vs. server power consumption. To utilize EMI for power monitoring, we need to understand how the conducted EMI changes with changes in server power consumption. For this, we separately run our Dell and Lenovo servers at different power levels and collect the voltage data at a sampling rate of 200K samples per second. We then apply Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in one-second windows on the voltage data. From the FFT, we identify the PFC EMI frequency \( f_p \) and aggregated Power Spectral Density (PSD) of PFC EMI within 30Hz windows around the two EMI spikes at \( f_p \pm f_0 \). We use 30Hz windows for PSD as it offers robust EMI amplitude detection due to perturbation in the PFC frequency within our one-second FFT windows. Also, we use the sum of the square of the frequency amplitudes to approximate the PSD. From our results, we find that the Dell server’s power supply has FM-PFC, and the Lenovo server’s power supply has AM-PFC.
For FM-PFC in our Dell servers, the PFC switching frequency changes with server power consumption. We see in Fig. 6(a) that the PFC frequency goes down linearly with increased power consumption. We model server $n$’s power and PFC switching relationship as

$$p_n(t) = A_n \cdot f_{p,n}(t) + B_n,$$

where $A_n$ and $B_n$ are model parameters. AM-PFC. For AM-PFC in our Lenovo servers, the EMI PSD changes with server power consumption. Fig. 6(b) shows that the EMI PSD goes up with increasing server power consumption. We model server $n$’s power and EMI PSD relationship as

$$p_n(t) = C_n \cdot \text{PSD}_{f_{p,n}(t)} + D_n,$$

where $C_n$ and $D_n$ are model parameters.

Due to differences in the PFC switching frequency for FM-PFC and the relative distance between voltage sensing and EMI generation, the model parameters $A_n$, $B_n$, $C_n$, and $D_n$ are different for different servers. Moreover, we cannot run server-wise experiments to extract these model parameters for every server we want to monitor in a data center. We discuss how we extract these model parameters without server-wise experiments in Section 4.2. We also show in Fig. 7 that the PSD for FM-PFC and the PFC frequency for AM-PFC do not change with power.

To summarize, our experiments corroborate the foundation of our approach that servers generate high-frequency conducted EMIs due to their PFC circuit; the PFC EMI can be detected from the voltage reading at the PDU; and we can determine a server’s power consumption from its PFC EMI.

### 3.5 Design Considerations in EMI Sensing

Based on our experiment results, here we offer design consideration toward our EMI sensing.

**Voltage acquisition from power lines.** Most server power supplies use single-phase AC (e.g., 120V in the U.S.), which, as shown in Fig. 8(a), has three wires - Line (L), Neutral (N), and Ground (G) with three different configurations for voltage data collection. We find that each of these configurations carries the PFC EMI signal. Also, the voltage ranges of these configurations vary as Line-Neutral and Line-Ground are in the 120V range while the Neutral-Ground remains close to “zero.” To evaluate which configuration can best capture the PFC EMI, we run experiments for 12 hours on our Dell and Lenovo servers. Fig. 8(b) shows the absolute error in the estimation of server power for the two servers, while Table 1 lists their signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The absolute error is calculated as the difference between true power and EMI-estimated power. The box plot in Fig. 8(b) extends from the first quartile (Q1) to the third quartile (Q3) of the data, with a black line at the median and the mean represented using a diamond marker. The whiskers extend from the box by 1.5x the interquartile range (IQR). We see that L-N and N-G configurations produce better results in terms of accuracy. While the N-G configuration performs better in Lenovo power detection, the L-N configuration works better with

---

Figure 5: Experimental validation using a Dell PowerEdge server and Tektronix MSO54-5 series oscilloscope. *Left figure:* Voltage reading (bottom) of PDU and the corresponding FFT (top). The FFT shows the high-frequency components generated by the PFC. *Center figure:* Zoomed-in version of FFT at the PFC frequency shows that the spikes are at around 69.5kHz and 120Hz (i.e., $\Delta f = 120$Hz in the figure) apart from each other. *Right figure:* Zoomed-in voltage shows the ripples created by the PFC.

Figure 6: (a) The power vs EMI frequency relation of a Dell server. (b) The power vs. PSD relation of a Lenovo server.

FM-PFC. For FM-PFC in our Dell servers, the PFC switching frequency changes with server power consumption. We see in Fig. 6(a) that the PFC frequency goes down linearly with increased power consumption. We model server $n$’s power and PFC switching relationship as

$$p_n(t) = A_n \cdot f_{p,n}(t) + B_n,$$

where $A_n$ and $B_n$ are model parameters. AM-PFC. For AM-PFC in our Lenovo servers, the EMI PSD changes with server power consumption. Fig. 6(b) shows that the EMI PSD goes up with increasing server power consumption. We model server $n$’s power and EMI PSD relationship as

$$p_n(t) = C_n \cdot \text{PSD}_{f_{p,n}(t)} + D_n,$$

where $C_n$ and $D_n$ are model parameters.

Due to differences in the PFC switching frequency for FM-PFC and the relative distance between voltage sensing and EMI generation, the model parameters $A_n$, $B_n$, $C_n$, and $D_n$ are different for different servers. Moreover, we cannot run server-wise experiments to extract these model parameters for every server we want to monitor in a data center. We discuss how we extract these model parameters without server-wise experiments in Section 4.2. We also show in Fig. 7 that the PSD for FM-PFC and the PFC frequency for AM-PFC do not change with power.

To summarize, our experiments corroborate the foundation of our approach that servers generate high-frequency conducted EMIs due to their PFC circuit; the PFC EMI can be detected from the voltage reading at the PDU; and we can determine a server’s power consumption from its PFC EMI.
Dell. Out of these two configurations, we choose the L-N setup. However, as the L-N operates at high voltage and is not suitable for typical voltage sensors, we use a voltage divider to reduce the voltage to one-tenth and a second-order RC high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 3kHz. The application of the high-pass filter also offers better sampling resolution for EMI sensing.

**Analog-to-digital converter specification.** Our voltage sampling essentially is an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). We run experiments with three different pieces of equipment (shown in Fig 9(a)) of various price ranges - a Tektronix MSO54-5 series oscilloscope up to 16-bit ADC [70], a National Instruments DAQ USB-6361 with 14-bit ADC [71], and Digilent USB oscilloscope Analog Discovery-2 with 14-bit ADC [72]. We run our Dell and Lenovo servers at different power levels for 12 hours. Figs.9(b) and 9(c) show the absolute error in EMI-based power estimation for the three ADCs at different bits per second configurations. We see that the Tektronix oscilloscope performs better for the Dell server with FM-PFC, while Digilent performs better for the Lenovo server with AM-PFC. We see that even at 8-bit ADC resolution, the EMI-based power estimation performs similarly to 14-bit ADC resolution. This indicates that we can utilize lightweight ADCs to implement our EMI-based power monitoring.

**Sampling rate.** The PFC switching frequencies of Dell and Lenovo servers are at around 70kHz and 65kHz, respectively. Consequently, we need a sampling rate of greater than 140K samples per second to capture their EMIs. Nevertheless, to see if a higher sampling rate benefits our design, we run experiments with different levels of sampling rates from 200K samples per second to 1600K samples per second. Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) shows the absolute error in power estimation. We see that 200K samples per second are sufficient to extract useful information for both our FM-PFC and AM-PFC servers.

### 4 EMI-BASED POWER MONITORING

Based on our conducted EMI characterization and experiments, in this section, we develop our EMI-based server power monitoring algorithm. We first discuss how the server EMIs coexist in a multi-server environment, followed by our algorithm to extract server power consumption from conducted EMIs in the voltage measurement of the PDU.

#### 4.1 EMIs in Multi-Server Environment

To understand a multi-server environment, we need to look at the EMI frequencies of different servers as well as how these EMIs mix in the voltage measurement. For this, we examine a set of six Dell and four Lenovo servers (details of the experimental setup are discussed in Section 5.1).

**EMI frequencies.** We run each server individually to find their corresponding conducted EMI frequencies. As listed in Table 2, we see that the servers' EMIs are generated at different frequencies. The differences in EMI frequency among the servers from Dell and Lenovo are already anticipated due to their design difference. However, to investigate the EMI frequency variation among the servers from the same manufacturer, we take out the server power supplies and examine their model and serial numbers (Fig. 11). We find that our servers from the same manufacturer acquired in a single purchase order use the same power supply model. Moreover, judging by the significant overlaps in their unique serial numbers, we presume these power supplies are also manufactured in the same production batch and, therefore, operate using the same control algorithm. This observation supports our claim that the frequency of the server EMI can vary even among the power supplies of the same model. A similar observation is also made in [40].

---

**Table 1: Statistics of voltage data acquisition from the power line with different configurations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral-Ground</td>
<td>0V-10V</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line-Ground</td>
<td>100V-140V</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line-Neutral</td>
<td>100V-140V</td>
<td>11.32</td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 8: Effect of voltage data collection location.**

**Figure 9: Effect of ADC resolution.**

**Figure 10: Effect of ADC sampling rate.**
Table 2: Server PFC frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Dell#1</th>
<th>Dell#2</th>
<th>Dell#3</th>
<th>Dell#4</th>
<th>Dell#5</th>
<th>Dell#6</th>
<th>Lenovo#1</th>
<th>Lenovo#2</th>
<th>Lenovo#3</th>
<th>Lenovo#4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMI Frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>69648</td>
<td>69957</td>
<td>69934</td>
<td>70113</td>
<td>69756</td>
<td>69548</td>
<td>65314</td>
<td>65525</td>
<td>66335</td>
<td>67549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Power supply units of our servers. Both Dell and Lenovo are using the same power supply models in their servers of the same models, but their EMI frequencies are not identical.

Figure 12: Frequency domain analysis of the servers.

**EMI mixing.** In data centers, the same power distribution system powers many servers. Consequently, the conducted EMIs from all the servers connected to the same power network appear in the voltage measurement. To investigate how conducted EMIs from multiple servers mix together, we simultaneously power all of our servers using a single PDU. We then take voltage measurement from the PDU and show its frequency analysis in Fig. 12. We identify that the conducted EMIs are additive in the voltage measurement. More importantly, we can also distinguish different servers’ EMIs, albeit there are cases of overlaps, especially for the Dell server EMIs. Our observations on server EMI mixing match with prior works on conducted EMIs from computer power supplies [40, 42].

4.2 Algorithm for Power Monitoring

Our experiments with a Dell and a Lenovo server (Fig. 6) demonstrate that conducted EMIs reveal a server power consumption. Hence, the EMI-based power monitoring in a multi-server environment boils down to separating the EMI signatures of every server from the voltage data. Here, we rely on frequency-domain orthogonality to separate the server EMIs, and therefore, our algorithm operates primarily in the frequency domain. There are three major steps in our power monitoring algorithm. **Step 1:** We need to first detect the EMI spikes of every server in the frequency domain to determine each server’s instantaneous PFC switching frequency $f_{p,n}(t)$. **Step 2:** For server-wise power monitoring, we need to track a server’s PFC frequency over time; that is, we need to tag every PFC frequency detected in Step 1 with a server. **Step 3:** In the final step, we utilize EMI-to-power models to determine each server’s power consumption.

Our goal is to achieve a power monitoring temporal resolution of one sample per second. Hence, we divide our streaming voltage data into one-second chunks and apply our algorithm. In what follows, we discuss the challenges involved in each step and how we overcome these.

**Step 1:** Finding the frequency spikes of servers’ EMIs. We first narrow down our search for frequency spikes within the few kHz band that the server EMI occupies, which in our experiments is between 64kHz and 71kHz. This band is easy to identify in the data center power network, which consists of only servers. Within the target frequency band, we can find frequency spikes using standard peak-finding algorithms (e.g., Matlab’s findpeaks [73]). For complete separation of $N$ servers, we need to find $2N$ frequency spikes as each server creates a pair of EMI spikes around its PFC switching frequency at $f_{p,n} \pm f_0$. We pair the spikes from the same

---

2In data centers, non-IT equipment such as lights are powered by a separate power network.
server together by checking if their frequency distance is exactly \(2f_0\) (e.g., \(\sim 120\) Hz in the U.S.). Note that the additional frequency spikes at multiples of grid fundamental \(f_0\) are negligible as they are much shorter.

As shown in Fig. 12, we have many frequency spikes close to each other, especially for the Dell servers, which also move with their power consumption. This can result in overlaps of the EMI spikes from different servers, resulting in fewer than \(2N\) frequency spikes detected. Moreover, within our one-second sampling frame, the frequency of the PFC may perturb and spread among multiple frequency bins in FFT. This makes pinpointing the frequency of the EMI harder.

We can reduce the impact of the EMI frequency perturbation in FFT by reducing the FFT frame size at the expense of a decrease in the SNR. Hence, we divide our one-second frames into eight sub-frames of size 0.25 seconds with 0.125 seconds overlapping. We then apply FFT and peak detection on each sub-frame. Our choice of sub-frame size is motivated by our experiments where the SNR with 0.25 seconds FFT frames is still sufficient for EMI detection. Fig. 13 demonstrates how applying sub-framing allows us to find the frequency spike of a server buried under another. We keep one of the sub-frame as the representative frame for that particular one-second frame. The sub-framing, however, cannot completely avoid cases of missing spikes. In such rare cases, we match the detected frequency spikes of the current time frame with the previous time frame to determine the absent spikes.

With the frequency spikes of all servers detected, we know each server’s PFC frequency, which is the average of the server’s frequency spikes pair. Note that our EMI spike detection approach discussed here depends on frequency domain orthogonality and, therefore, may not scale up well. We offer more discussion of the limitations of the approach and possible directions for improvement in Section 6.

**Step 2: Tracking server’s EMI overt time.** For server-wise power monitoring, we need to track a server across time frames. For Lenovo servers with AM-PFC, their PFC frequencies act as the marker/identifier of a particular server, albeit there are some perturbations in PFC switching frequency even for Lenovo servers, as shown in Fig. 7(b). For the Dell servers with FM-PFC, we cannot use only the PFC switching frequency as the marker for servers. For FM-PFC, the PFC switching occupies a small frequency band - the lower limit of the band is associated with the server’s peak power, and the upper limit of the band is associated with its idle power (Fig. 5). In our case of the Dell servers, the band is around 80 Hz wide. Now, the FM-PFC servers that have overlaps in this band cannot use the PFC switching frequency alone as their marker.

To overcome this, we utilize the past amplitude statistics of the FM-PFC as we find in our experiments that the EMI amplitude of FM-PFCs does not vary with power consumption (Fig. 7(a)). We also impose the additional constraint that a server’s power would not change drastically within a second to narrow down our server tracking across time frames. Fig. 14 illustrates how we track a server when it moves from right to left on the frequency axis.

**Step 3: Extracting model parameters and power consumption.** Our first two steps identify every server’s PFC frequency \(f_{p,n}\). For an FM-PFC, we directly plugin \(f_{p,n}(t)\) into its EMI-to-power model in Eqn. (5), whereas for an AM-PFC, we use \(f_{p,n}(t)\) to determine the aggregation band to find the PSD of server \(t\) to plug into its EMI-to-power model in Eqn. (6).

To apply the EMI-to-power models, we need to extract the model parameters for every server. For this, we utilize the data center’s existing cluster-level power meters (as shown in Fig. 1), which offer the measurement of the total power of all servers within the same cluster. Considering there are \(N_{FM}\) servers with FM-PFCs and \(N_{AM}\) servers with AM-PFCs, the cluster-level power \(P_{cluster}(t)\) can be written as

\[
P_{cluster}(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{N_{FM}} \left( A_n \cdot f_{p,n}(t) + B_n \right) + \sum_{n=1}^{N_{AM}} \left( C_n \cdot PSD_{f_{p,n}(t)} + D_n \right)
\]  

We can use Eqn. (7) to extract the model parameters for every server from online (i.e., servers are operating as normal) data samples of the server EMI frequencies, PSD, and cluster level power. For robust extraction of the model parameters, we need a number of samples \(\gg (N_{FM} + N_{AM})\). We can estimate \(N_{FM}\) and \(N_{AM}\) by tracking the EMI frequencies over a short time (e.g., 12 hours) - if the EMI frequency randomly varies, then it is from an AM-PFC (Fig. 7(b)), and if the EMI frequency follows typical server workload patterns (e.g., has a correlation with the \(P_{cluster}(t)\) then it is from FM-PFC. Note here that while we collect the data samples from the live system, the extraction of model parameters can be done offline. However, at no point do we need to shut down any server to profile their EMI vs power relationship.
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 Settings

Experiment setup. We utilize a cluster of six Dell PowerEdge R640 and four Lenovo ThinkSystem SR250 rack servers. The Dell servers are each equipped with two Intel Xeon CPUs, 128GB of memory, and 750W power supplies. The Lenovo servers are each equipped with one Intel Xeon CPU, 32GB memory, and 300W power supplies. The servers are powered by a 3kW APC rack PDU with metered outlets [26]. We use a Digilent USB oscilloscope with a second-order RC highpass filter to collect the voltage samples from one of the PDU outlets. We collect the server power consumption from our APC PDU using command-line queries at a rate of one sample per second. We use a laptop to collect and store our voltage and power data. We put our servers in a server rack and placed them in our lab. Fig. 15 shows our experiment setup.

Server power traces. We vary server power by stressing a varying number of CPU cores. We stress the servers following different workload traces collected from various sources, such as Google’s product traffic [74], HTTP request to a university website [33], Wikipedia workload [75], and Verizon Teramark’s UPS-level power consumption [33]. We scale these workload traces to each server’s idle and peak power.

5.2 Results

Extended evaluation. We run our server cluster for five days, each of the ten servers with different workload traces. We then apply our EMI-to-Power algorithm to the voltage data collected from the APC rack PDU. Fig. 16 shows the original power and EMI-based power estimation of all the servers in our experiment. Fig. 17 shows the corresponding error statistics of the extended experiment. The box plot in Fig. 17 extends from the first quartile (Q1) to the third quartile (Q3) of the data, with a black line at the median and the mean represented using a diamond marker. The whiskers extend from the box by 1.5x the inter-quartile range (IQR). For error statistics, we have chosen absolute percentage error. We see that the EMI-based power monitoring can reasonably extract the power consumption of all servers with less than ∼7% mean absolute error using only one voltage sensor.
Impact of the electrical distance between servers and voltage sensing on power monitoring.

Impact of the electrical distance between servers and voltage sensor. In data centers with many servers, the voltage sensor location may be far away from the server power outlet. To see how the electrical distance between the voltage sensor and the server affects the EMI extraction, we run our servers at varying distances from the voltage sensor using power extension cables. For each experiment, we run the servers for 12 hours with varying power consumption and show the error statistics in Fig. 18. We see that with an increase in distance, the Dell server’s power estimation suffers, while the Lenovo server performs better. While we find that with increasing distance, the EMI frequency amplitude (and hence the SNR) decreases for both Dell and Lenovo, we cannot offer an explanation here as to why the SNR loss affects the power monitoring of these two types of servers differently. We need further investigation and leave it as a future work.

Impact of outlet phase. Large data centers use a three-phase power delivery system, even when the servers are single-phase. The electric phases are EMI isolated from each other. To demonstrate that, we utilize the phase difference in the power outlets in our lab. We connect the Dell servers in two different phases and collect the voltage data from the respective outlets while running the servers. Fig. 19(a) shows the frequency domain analysis and the difference of EMIs observed in the two phases. Fig. 19(b) shows the corresponding error statistics of power estimation.

Impact of rapid power change. Data centers frequently encounter abrupt surges in workload, leading to rapid fluctuations in server power consumption. In order to assess the effectiveness of our approach in handling rapid changes in power consumption, we conduct experiments using both Dell and Lenovo servers. We create rapid power change by stressing the servers to their peak from idle power. With this, the Dell server has a 120W power change, while the Lenovo server has a 50W power change. Fig. 20 shows the predicted and original power consumption of the servers. We see in Fig. 20(a) that the predicted power lags the original power and takes nearly 30 minutes to reach the peak. Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 20(b), the predicted power changes instantaneously for the Lenovo server. This indicates that our current EMI-based power monitoring approach cannot follow rapid change for FM-PFCs. Nevertheless, we would like to point out that we applied a linear EMI-to-power model with one variable and first-order statistics. We plan to improve our EMI-to-power model for the FM-PFC in the future, incorporating second-order and time series statistics.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Scalability of EMI-Based Power Monitoring

Our results reveal that server EMI signatures exhibit approximate orthogonality, where orthogonality is likely but not guaranteed. Since the variation in Power Factor Correction (PFC) switching frequency is due to random process variation in the PFC component manufacturing, it is possible to have multiple servers with EMI signatures at the same frequency. The possibility of such complete overlap (i.e., non-orthogonality) increases with the number of servers. This poses scalability challenges in our server-level power monitoring approach as our proposed EMI signature separation is built on frequency domain orthogonality of server EMIs. To understand the extent of this scalability issue, we first discuss the real-life scalability requirements and the likelihood of fully overlapped cases.

Scalability requirements in data centers. The data center power infrastructure bounds the practical scalability requirement in EMI-based power monitoring. Our EMI-based server-level power monitoring captures the EMI signature from the servers within the same power network. Transformers in the power network act as low-pass filters and confine the high-frequency server EMIs within its secondary/load side. Hence, in our context of EMI sensing, each transformer secondary creates an isolated power network. Moreover, each phase also acts as a separate power network for each transformer secondary creates an isolated power network.

Our results reveal that server EMI signatures exhibit approximate orthogonality, where orthogonality is likely but not guaranteed. Since the variation in Power Factor Correction (PFC) switching frequency is due to random process variation in the PFC component manufacturing, it is possible to have multiple servers with EMI signatures at the same frequency. The possibility of such complete overlap (i.e., non-orthogonality) increases with the number of servers. This poses scalability challenges in our server-level power monitoring approach as our proposed EMI signature separation is built on frequency domain orthogonality of server EMIs. To understand the extent of this scalability issue, we first discuss the real-life scalability requirements and the likelihood of fully overlapped cases.
the server EMIs from one network do not propagate to another. Hence, the cluster PDUs impose the upper limit on the number of servers in the same power network. Consequently, our server monitoring approach needs to scale up only to the maximum number of servers powered by a single phase of the cluster PDU. For instance, with a 150kVA three-phase cluster PDU, the upper limit for scaling is 200 servers, each server with a 250W power requirement.

Handling servers with overlapped EMI. Data center scale applications are typically run on multiple servers in parallel, resulting in highly correlated power consumption patterns among various servers. Consequently, we can separate a fully overlapped server signature if its power consumption is highly correlated with the power consumption of another server(s) without the EMI overlap (and can be isolated using frequency-domain orthogonality). We can identify the correlated servers by analyzing the software implementation and workload allocation of the data center applications in combination with long-term (e.g., a week) power consumption.

Remarks on the scalability concern in practice. Due to the bounded scalability requirement, we anticipate a limited number of fully overlapped EMI cases, and we do not expect fully overlapped server EMI to be a widespread issue, especially in colocation data centers where the servers are purchased by different tenants (possibly from different vendors and through different supply chains), resulting in a more diverse power supply EMIs in data centers. Meanwhile, smaller edge data centers with a few tens of servers naturally suffer less from fully overlapped server EMI cases. Hence, we believe both the extent and impact of the scalability issue are unlikely to affect our approach’s usefulness in practice significantly.

6.2 Limitations of Implementation and Experimental Validation

Algorithm for server-wise EMI separation. Our current implementation presented in Section 4.2 is based on heuristics. Moreover, our algorithm mainly relies on frequency-domain measurements of conducted EMI. EMI-based power monitoring from voltage measurement can be further refined by applying other more sophisticated and robust signal processing techniques such as wavelet analysis, time-frequency analysis, and adaptive filtering.

Validation scale. The scale of our experiments, albeit on commercial equipment, is limited to a small cluster of ten servers. Hence, our experiment setup cannot capture the scalability concern of large data centers with hundreds, even thousands, of servers. Moreover, we run our experiments on products from two server vendors - Dell and Lenovo. While PFC circuits are mandated to be present in every server power supply, and Dell and Lenovo are the world’s leading server manufacturers [76, 77], the general applicability of our approach in any data center remains unvalidated.

6.3 Cost of Implementation

In our experiments, we utilize expensive off-the-shelf equipment such as an oscilloscope and a laptop for voltage measurement and running the EMI-to-power algorithm (Fig. 15). The cost of our testing equipment in this paper, however, is not representative of the cost of real-world implementation. Hence, we here offer an estimation of the implementation cost for our solution based on a high-level design of our EMI sensing for power monitoring.

Design of the sensing prototype. Our sensor solution has three components - data acquisition, processing, and communication. For data acquisition, we mainly need a small circuit with analog filters and an ADC. For data processing, we need to run real-time frequency domain transformation followed by an EMI-to-power conversion algorithm. Since our signal of interest only occupies a frequency band of a few kilohertz, we can use frequency shifting to reduce the sampling rate and, therefore, the computation load of the data processing. Finally, we can use Bluetooth or WiFi to wirelessly send our power monitoring data.

Estimated cost of sensor components. The Raspberry Pi Pico [78] featuring a Dual-core Arm Cortex-M0+ processor with onboard ADC, 802.11n wireless LAN, Bluetooth 5.2, flexible clock speeds of up to 133 MHz, and 264kB of on-chip SRAM, is an ideal candidate for our sensor prototype with enough (estimated) processing and memory capacity. Currently, a single unit of Raspberry Pi Pico costs $7 [79]. We estimate the cost of our analog filters consisting of resistors and capacitors to be ~$3. We attribute another ~$10 for packaging and micro-USB power for the Raspberry Pi Pico [80], resulting in a total estimated cost of one sensor prototype to $20.

Cost comparison. The smart PDU from APC with 24 outlets offers one of the cheapest commercially available solutions for outlet/server-level power monitoring. But it is priced at more than $2000, resulting in a cost of ~$83 per server. In comparison, we have already demonstrated power monitoring of ten servers with one sensor with a per server cost of $2. If we extend our approach to its maximum limit of 200 servers per server (Section 6.1), we have an estimated cost $0.1 per server.

In the cost of power monitoring per server, our approach is a clear winner. However, we must note here that the APC smart PDU has other functionalities beyond power monitoring, such as turning outlets on and off remotely. The same applies to power monitoring using server onboard management modules [23, 25], which offer even more functionalities such as remote start and life-cycle management. Hence, we cannot offer an apple-to-apple cost comparison here. Nevertheless, we believe the sheer cost difference makes our approach appealing for server power monitoring. More importantly, for colocation, we remain the only non-intrusive solution for monitoring the tenant’s server-level power.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel low-cost EMI-based server power monitoring in a data center. Our approach utilizes the conducted EMI generated from the server power supply’s PFC circuits. We presented a theoretical characterization of the EMI generation and propagation. We developed a heuristic-based algorithm for server-wise EMI separation. We offered validating results and evaluation using a set of commercial-grade servers and real workload traces. We demonstrated that our approach can estimate the server-level power with less than 7% mean absolute error.
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